Boost project-based learning
using VR and AR

How emerging technologies are reinventing
teaching and learning
If predictions from scholarly experts hold true, 65 percent of today’s
primary school students will work in jobs that have yet to exist.1
How do we begin to prepare children for a future projected to be so
drastically different from the present?
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“Today’s students need to become really good at
learning — not just in academics but also when
academic life is over. You’re going to be living in a
world that’s changing around your entire life.”
Christopher Dede, Timothy E. Wirth Professor in Learning Technologies at The Harvard Graduate School of Education

As the rate of innovation increases, the overall approach
to education must evolve and adapt. That includes
rethinking traditional teaching methods and tools.
This new way of learning will be redefined to reflect technological
advancements, and knowledge will be acquired through exposure to tools
such as virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR). VR is set in a virtual
world, with limited stimulus from the real world, and AR takes place in
the real world, with digital elements incorporated. Together, they provide
immersive, scalable, project-based learning opportunities for students.

Active, unstandardized learning
When used in a classroom setting as an instructional medium — versus
an educator replacement — VR and AR support more holistic, real-world
learning and help children play a more active role in the learning process.

“It’s really important that students become creators
as well as consumers of technology.”
Eric Klopfer, Director, MIT Scheller Teacher Education Program and the Education Arcade

VR and AR transform students into artists and help them demonstrate
intellectual curiosity and initiative, qualities likely to prove vital for
success in the evolving digital economy.
One popular AR tool that encourages this kind of educational
environment is Aurasma, a free app employed in many innovative
schools. Students can use a mobile device to scan a physical trigger
image and activate related digital content. For example, a student
can use a tablet to scan a photograph in a textbook and view related
videos. The tool enables teachers to make complex concepts, such as
fractions and photosynthesis, more understandable. It also provides
timely assistance to a student who’s stuck on a particular problem by
instantly triggering a video clue or demonstration.
The most powerful use occurs when students create their own content and
engage with multiple disciplines. Primary and secondary school students
can use these tools to deliver interactive reports on historical figures,
science experiments, works of literature and more. They can even draw or
photograph their own trigger images, contributing to a well-rounded STEAM
(science, technology, engineering, the arts and mathematics) education.

Future fluency
In addition to STEAM practice areas, foreign language instruction is tailor-made
for VR and AR, according to Karen Cator, president and CEO of Digital Promise.
“AR and VR are powerful spaces to engage with other languages in case you don’t
have somebody nearby who can talk to you all the time,” she says.
Immersion is the most effective way to achieve fluency, which can be
accomplished through the use of VR and AR. According to Rosetta Stone,
an education technology software company, the part of the brain that
supports language development is most active during the primary years
and declines with puberty.2

Schools should take advantage of this early aptitude by
offering foreign language instruction at the primary level
and incorporating AR and VR into their lessons.

Mondly Languages, a language-learning app, offers both an AR app and a
VR experience for foreign language training. In the VR version, students can
interact with virtual characters via conversations that mirror those in the
real world, such as ordering dinner, riding in a taxi or meeting someone on a
train. The tool has voice-recognition capabilities, which can alert students to
any incorrect phrasing and offer the opportunity to try again.

A study at Cornell University found that students who
participated in a VR experience for learning Japanese
were more interested in learning the Japanese
language and culture after their experience than
students who were not exposed to the VR program.3
The only alternative to such immersion? A field trip to a foreign country.
VR has that covered, too.

Travel abroad—through technology
VR not only expands the possibilities of language learning in the
classroom, but it also empowers students to explore the real world,
breaking the mold of traditional teacher-centered instruction.
In the past, school field-trip destinations were limited by constraints
such as cost, proximity and time. With VR, that’s no longer the case.
Heidi Bernasconi teaches biology and marine biology at Clarkstown
High School North in New York. As a pilot program participant in Google
Expeditions, she has helped develop 100-plus expeditions that can
virtually send students to the pyramids in Egypt, the Burj Khalifa in
Dubai and even under water to the Great Barrier Reef. For the one-time
cost of a classroom kit, students are able to take multiple field trips that
otherwise would have proved financially and logistically impossible.

Giving students this unprecedented opportunity
to experience other places and cultures within the
confines of the classroom is a game-changer.
VR not only expands children’s worldviews, but it’s also been found to
increase empathy, according to the World Economic Forum.4 No matter
where life takes each student, empathy is a quality that will serve them,
and society, long after graduation.

Blurring realities for lifetime learning
There’s no playbook to prepare future generations for lifelong success.
Even shadowing a parent at work can no longer provide an accurate
glimpse of what students’ future careers may hold. This legion of learners
will have to create and adapt to opportunities as they go.
“Ultimately, the purpose of education is to prepare people for life, not just
for more school,” Dede says. VR and AR can accomplish such development
through memorable experiences that encourage intellectual curiosity —
and put a student’s education in his or her own hands.

Find out how real schools are using AR and VR
in the classroom and watch “Digital Reality in
K–12 Education,” a roundtable discussion among
thought leaders.

Learn more about the classroom of the future.
www.hp.com/go/reinventlearning
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* Important notice:
Students under the age of 13 should only use the technology under the direct supervision of a parent
and/or teacher and in accordance with the manufacturer’s user guide in order to reduce the risk of personal
injury, discomfort, property damage, and other potential hazards and for important information related to
students’ health and safety when using the headset. Use should be limited per the needs of the individual
user. The technology may require software, third-party applications, and/or minimum system requirements.
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